Dear Seal’s class,
It seems like we have been apart from each other for a very long time now. I am missing all
of you and I’m hoping that you are all well and enjoying (as much as you can) the time at
home with your families.
It has been a busy few weeks for me, I have returned to school and I am teaching a year 6
bubble! There are children using our classroom, from another bubble, and I find it very
strange to walk past the classroom and see all your fabulous work in there, hanging from
the walls and ceiling. I have to also walk past our fabulous reading board with all your lovely
faces every morning. I remember when we used all of the funny props to create our
pictures. It makes me smile every time I look at it and reminds me of what fantastic
memories we have made in year 5 in such a short space of time.
It was also Finley’s birthday, he is
now 7 years old going on 17…. He
had a lovely day and I was made to
wear one of these lovely party hats
all day! We hired a bouncy castle
which took up most of the garden
but it was great fun! Finley had a
Pokémon and toy story themed
birthday and he even had a
Pokémon ball themed piñata!
I think that part was my favourite as I won so many sweets!

I have had some lovely emails sent to me of all the things you are getting up to. I must admit
that all of your delicious food is making me very hungry. I have started a diet recently which
means no more cake/ Jaffa cakes! I can see you all now nodding your head in disbelief that I
am going to succeed! Please keep sharing your learning with me as I love to see what you
are getting up to. Also, keep checking the Facebook page as some of your emails may
appear on there!
Miss. Elliott and I are regularly posting work up on google classroom. Please check the
classroom and make sure you are accessing the work as you have a very important year
coming up and must keep up that fantastic attitude towards learning that you all display at
school. I am going to hold another video call on Wednesday 24th June at 3pm, it would be
lovely to see more of you attend. I will post a link on google classroom 5 minutes before the
call. Please ensure you are using chrome to access the call and not internet explorer as it
won’t work. We are so far behind on the leader board for spelling shed now…. Now that
some of the year are back at school, they are leading the way. I wonder if we can beat
them?
I hope you all enjoyed the mini quiz? If anyone has any other activities or quizzes that we
could do as a class virtually, please email them to me and I will share it with everyone.

Take care my lovely seals and make sure you send me an email with some of the things you
have been up to. I would love to hear from more of you!
Miss. Setterfield
k.setterfield@newlands-tkat.org

